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Abstract. We consider the question of cocompleting partially presentable parametrized
∞-categories in the sense of [CLL23b]. As our main result we show that in certain cases
one may compute such relative cocompletions via a very explicit formula given in terms
of partially lax limits. We then apply this to equivariant homotopy theory, building on
the work of [CLL23a] and [CLL23b], to conclude that the global ∞-category of globally
equivariant spectra is the relative cocompletion of the global ∞-category of equivariant
spectra. Evaluating at a group G we obtain a description of the ∞-category of G-global
spectra as a partially lax limit, extending the main result of [LNP22] for finite groups to
G-global homotopy theory. Finally we investigate the question of stabilizing global ∞-
categories by inverting the action of representation spheres, and deduce a second universal
property for the global∞-category of globally equivariant spectra, similar to that of [LS23].
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1. Introduction

Global homotopy theory studies objects which have a “compatible” action of all (compact
Lie) groups within a designated family. For instance, consider (G-)equivariant K-theory,
equivariant (stable) bordism, stable cohomotopy, and Borel cohomology. Each of these G-
equivariant cohomology theories admits a definition which is in some sense uniform in the
group G. As such each cohomology theory should, and in fact does, define a global stable
homotopy type, that is an object of the ∞-category1 Spgl of global spectra in the sense of
[Sch18]. In the unstable setting one studies Sgl, the category of global spaces as originally
defined by [GH07] (where they are called Orb-spaces). Once again the objects of Sgl should
be spaces which are equipped with a collection of compatible actions.

1We work in the context of higher category theory throughout, and so we will in what follows refer to
∞-categories simply as ‘categories.’
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However unstable global homotopy theory is more immediately described as the homotopy
theory of spaces with singularities which locally look like the quotient of a space by a group
action, i.e. of orbispaces. In fact, the precise definition of neither global spaces nor global
spectra is obviously an implementation of the initial motivation, that a global object should
be a compatible family of equivariant objects. Nevertheless, in recent work Denis Nardin,
Luca Pol and the author [LNP22] have proven a conjecture of Stefan Schwede, which shows
that this heuristic does in fact lead to a precise definition. One can show that, informally,
the data of a global space/spectrum is equivalent to the data of

• a G-space/spectrum resGX for each group G in the designated family,
• an H-equivariant map fα : α∗resGX → resHX for each continuous group homomor-

phism α : H → G,
• a homotopy between the map fcg induced by the conjugation isomorphism cg : G→ G

and the map lg : c∗gresGX → resGX given by left multiplication by g,
• higher coherences for the homotopies,

which satisfy the following compatibility conditions:

• the maps fα are functorial, so that fβ◦α ' fβ ◦β∗(fα) for all composable maps α and
β, and fid = id,
• the map fα is an equivalence for every continuous injective homomorphism α.

The following theorem is the precise formulation of this.

Theorem ([LNP22, Theorem 6.18, 11.10]). There exist equivalences of symmetric monoidal
categories

Sgl ' laxlim†
Orbop⊂Gloop

S• and Spgl ' laxlim†
Orbop⊂Gloop

Sp•.

To unpack the notation slightly, we recall that Glo denotes the global indexing category whose
objects are given by a fixed family of compact Lie groups and whose morphisms are given by
group homomorphisms up to conjugation, while Orb denotes the wide subcategory thereof
spanned by the injective group homomorphisms. The notation laxlim† F above refers to the
partially lax limit of a functor F : Gloop → Cat. The base Glo is marked by the subcategory
Orb, and so the objects of the partially lax limit are lax away from Orb. We refer the reader
to Definition 3.4 for a quick definition of partially lax limits, and [LNP22, Section 4] for an
extended discussion. Most importantly for us, they provide a means for making precise the
informal characterization of global spaces/spectra given before the theorem.

While the previous theorem provides a useful description of the categories of global spectra
and global spaces, it is slightly unmotivated: there are a priori many ways to make precise
the data of a compatible collection of equivariant objects, and we may wonder why we should
give priority to this choice? In this article we provide one answer by showing that for the
family of finite groups the partially lax limit above comes about by universally solving a
defect of the diagram Sp• of equivariant spectra. Explaining this defect is most convenient
from the perspective of global categories, which we recall now.

In mathematics one often wants to study objects which come equipped with an action of a
group. Typically these collections of G-equivariant objects assemble into a category, which
becomes the main object of study. In the process of understanding such categories one
crucially uses their functoriality in the group G ; i.e. the fact that one can restrict actions
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along group homomorphisms. Thinking systematically about this functoriality leads to the
definition of a global category, which is roughly the data of

(1) a category CG for every finite group G ;
(2) a restriction functor α∗ : C(G)→ C(H) for every homomorphism α : H → G ;
(3) higher structure which in particular witnesses that conjugate morphisms induce the

same restriction functor.

More precisely we define a global category to be a functor

C : Gloop → Cat, BG 7→ CG.
In the previous definition and for the remainder of this article, Glo will refer to the global
indexing category for the family of finite groups. In particular Glo is equivalent to the
(2, 1)-category of finite connected groupoids.

The study of global categories is the study of the abstract representation theory of finite
groups, understood in a very broad sense. This study of course has a long history, but
in this exact formalism was begun in [CLL23a]. The perspective taken there was that of
parametrized/internal higher category theory, in the sense of [BDG+16] and [MW21] respec-
tively. This is a robust generalization of higher category theory, which comes with its own
notions of adjunctions, colimits and so on. Applying these notions to global categories one
recovers properties familiar from representation theory. For example a global category C ad-
mitting certain parametrized colimits, which we call equivariant colimits, if each category CG
admits colimits preserved by restriction, and there exist induction functors indGH : CH 7→ CG
left adjoint to the restriction i∗ : CG → CH along an inclusion i : H → G, which furthermore
satisfy an analogue of the classical double coset formula. Having all parametrized colimits
implies the further existence of a quotient functor (−)/N : CG → CG/N which is left adjoint
to the inflation functor p∗ : CG/N → CG for every surjective homomorphism p : G→ G/N of
finite groups.

With this background we can again consider the diagram

Sp• : Gloop → Cat, G 7→ SpG

sending the group G to SpG, the category of genuine G-spectra. The crucial observation
is that as a global category it suffers from one defect: it does not admit all parametrized
colimits. This is a consequence of the fact that the restriction functor α∗ : SpG → SpH does
not admit a left adjoint when α is a non-injective group homomorphism, see Example 2.18.
In other words, it is not possible to construct a quotient functor (−)/N : SpG → SpG/N
left adjoint to inflation. Nevertheless it does admit equivariant colimits, in the sense of the
previous paragraph.

In this paper we will show that one can freely add the missing parametrized colimits to a
nice global category which admits equivariant colimits, and moreover that the value of the
resulting global category at a group G admits an explicit formula in terms of partially lax
limits. Motivated by examples, we call this process globalization. From this it follows that
Spgl naturally arises from the process of freely adding the missing parametrized colimits to
the global category Sp•. In fact we will obtain a stronger result. The category Spgl admits
a canonical parametrized enhancement

Sp•-gl : Gloop → Cat, BG 7→ SpG-gl
3



given by sending the groupoid BG to the category of G-global spectra, as defined by [Len20].
We call this the global category of globally equivariant spectra. As the main result of this
paper we will prove that this is equivalent to the globalization of Sp•. To state the theorems
we require some notation; careful definitions will be given in the body of the paper.

Definition 1.1. A global category C is called equivariantly presentable if C : Gloop → Cat
factors through the subcategory PrL, the functor resGH : CG → CH admits a left adjoint
indGH : CH → CG for every subgroup inclusion H ⊂ G, and these left adjoints satisfy a
categorified double coset formula, also known as the Beck–Chevalley condition. Similarly
C is called globally presentable if, moreover, the restriction functors along surjective group
homomorphisms also admits left adjoints which also satisfy the Beck–Chevalley condition.

We define PrOrb
Glo and PrLGlo to be the categories of equivariantly presentable and globally

presentable global categories respectively.

Definition 1.2. Let C be a global category, then we define a functor

Glob(C) : Gloop → Cat,

called the globalization of C, via the assignment

Glob(C)G = laxlim†((Glo/G)op → Gloop C−→ Cat),

where an edge is marked in Gloop
/G is marked if its projection to Gloop is a faithful functor

of groupoids, i.e. lands in Orbop. The functoriality of this assignment in Gloop is induced by
the contravariant functoriality of partially lax limits applied to the pushforward functoriality
of the slices Glo/G.

Theorem A. Suppose C is an equivariantly presentable global category. Then Glob(C) is a
globally presentable global category. Furthermore the restriction

Glob: PrOrb
Glo → PrLGlo

is left adjoint to the (non-full) inclusion PrLGlo → PrOrb
Glo .

See Theorem 4.9 for a more precise statement, which is stated in the generality of a suitable
pair (T, S) of a category T and a subcategory S ⊂ T . More precisely we require T to be an
orbital category and S to be an orbital subcategory of T . To prove this result we require a
long list of results about partially lax limits, which we collect in Section 3. For example we
give sufficient conditions for the existence of (co)limits in a partially lax limit of categories,
and give two criteria via which one obtains adjunctions between two partially lax limits.

We can now apply this to the global category Sp•. Using the main results of previous joint
work [CLL23a] and [CLL23b] of Bastiaan Cnossen, Tobias Lenz and the author we prove:

Theorem B. There exists an equivalence

Sp•-gl ' Glob(Sp•)

of global categories.

This theorem is however much more then just a consistency check. For example it has the
following significant non-parametrized consequence.
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Corollary C. Let G be a finite group. There exists an equivalence

SpG-gl ' laxlim†
(Glo/G)op

Sp•.

For the family of finite groups, this generalizes the main result of [LNP22] from global to
G-global homotopy theory. We also emphasize that this result is independent of [LNP22],
and so gives a new proof even when G is the trivial group.

By previous work [CLL23a], the global category Sp•-gl has the advantage that it admits a
universal property: it is the free globally presentable equivariantly stable global category on
a point. Informally, an equivariantly presentable global category is equivariantly stable if
each category CG is stable, and the functors indGH are also right adjoint to restriction. This
universal property is in fact the crucial ingredient for the previous result. By [CLL23b], Sp•
is itself the free equivariantly presentable equivariantly stable global category on a point.
Therefore the theorem above follows from the fact that globalization preserves equivariant
stability, as we show in Proposition 5.13.

1.1. Representation stability. Having recognized the global category Sp•-gl of globally
equivariant spectra as the globalization of the global category Sp• of equivariant spectra,
we can immediately deduce universal properties for the former from universal properties of
the latter. One such universal property is very close to the definition of genuine equivariant
spectra: SpG is given by inverting the representations spheres in SG,∗, the category of pointed
G-spaces. To discuss this systematically, we recall that an equivariantly presentable global
category C is pointed if CG is pointed for all BG ∈ Glo. In this case one can construct a
tensoring of C by S•,∗, the global category of pointed equivariant spaces. Given this we can
formulate the following definition.

Definition 1.3. We say a pointed equivariantly presentable global category C is Rep-stable
if for every G ∈ Glo and every G-representation V the functor

SV ⊗− : CG → CG
is an equivalence. We write PrOrb

Glo,rep-st for the full subcategory of PrOrb
Glo spanned by the

Rep-stable equivariantly presentable global categories.

Now consider an arbitrary pointed equivariantly presentable global category C. As we make
precise in Definition 6.16, inverting the action of the representation spheres pointwise defines
a new global category, which we denote by StabOrb(C).
One can show that StabOrb(C) is a Rep-stable equivariantly presentable global category, and
furthermore that the functor

StabOrb : PrOrb
Glo → PrOrb

Glo,rep-st

defines a left adjoint to the inclusion of Rep-stable equivariantly presentable global categories
into PrOrb

Glo . In particular we conclude that Sp• is the free Rep-stable equivariantly presentable
global category generated by a point.

We note that the fact that StabOrb(C) is again equivariantly presentable is not a formality.
To emphasize this we observe that while S•,∗ is globally presentable, Sp• ' StabOrb(S•,∗) is
not. So the process of stabilizing pointwise can in general destroy the existence of certain
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parametrized colimits. This makes the Rep-stabilizations of globally presentable global cate-
gories much more complicated in general. We can nevertheless prove the following theorem.

Theorem D. The globalization of a Rep-stable global ∞-category is again Rep-stable. In
particular Sp•-gl is the free Rep-stable globally presentable global category on a single gener-
ator.

Such a universal property for global spectra was first suggested by David Gepner and Thomas
Nikolaus [Nik15]. In the setting of global model categories, a similar universal property was
proved in [LS23].

Finally, note that a partially lax limit of symmetric monoidal categories is canonically sym-
metric monoidal. Therefore Sp•-gl is canonically a symmetric monoidal global category. We
also prove a symmetric monoidal analogue of the previous theorem.

Corollary E. The global ∞-category Sp•-gl of globally equivariant spectra is the initial Rep-
stable globally presentable symmetric monoidal global category.

Organization. In Section 2 we introduce the notion of S-presentable T -categories, for a
pair of an orbital category T and an orbital subcategory S of T . In Section 3 we collect facts
about partially lax limits which are used in Section 4 to deduce Theorem A. In Section 4
we explain how to construct the free cocompletion with relations PTS (C) of a S-presentable
T -category C using partially lax limits, leading to a proof of Theorem A. Specializing to the
pair (Glo,Orb) we obtain the globalization functor Glob(−). We then recall in Section 5 the
relevant background on parametrized semiadditivity and stability, and show that in certain
cases PTS (−) preserves this property. We then apply this to the global context to conclude
Theorem B and Corollary C. Finally in Section 6 we introduce the notion of Rep-stable
equivariantly presentable global categories and explain how to construct Rep-stabilizations
via inverting the action of representation spheres. We then consider the interaction of glob-
alization with Rep-stabilization to conclude Theorem D and Corollary E.

Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Bastiaan Cnossen and Tobias Lenz for the
fruitful collaboration which was crucial for the proof of Theorem B. We also thank them
for reading an earlier draft of this article. Finally we would like to thank Miguel Barrero,
Bastiaan Cnossen, David Gepner, Fabian Hebestreit, Marin Jannsen, Tobias Lenz, Denis
Nardin, Thomas Nikolaus, Luca Pol, Stefan Schwede and Sebastian Wolf for helpful discus-
sions. The author is an associate member of the Hausdorff Center for Mathematics at the
University of Bonn, supported by the DFG Schwerpunktprogramm 1786 “Homotopy Theory
and Algebraic Geometry” (project ID SCHW 860/1-1).

2. Partial presentability

In this section we recall some basic definitions from parametrized category theory, and in-
troduce the notion of partial presentability. This section is rather terse, and the reader may
benefit from consulting [CLL23b, Section 2].

Notation 2.1. Given a category T we define FT , the finite coproduct completion of T , as
the smallest full subcategory of PSh(T ) which is closed under coproducts and contains the
image of the Yoneda embedding.
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Definition 2.2. We define CatT , the category of T -categories, to equal Fun×(Fop
T ,Cat), the

∞-category of finite product preserving functors from Fop
T to Cat.

Remark 2.3. The objects of CatT are referred to as T -categories, and morphisms in CatT are
called T -functors. Note that restriction along the inclusion T op ⊂ Fop

T induces an equivalence

CatT
∼−→ Fun(T op,Cat).

Notation 2.4. Given a T -category C we will typically denote C(X) by CX and C(f) by f ∗.
If f ∗ has a left or right adjoint, we will denote it by f! and f∗ respectively. We will write the
component of a T -functor F : C → D at X by FX : CX → DX .

Remark 2.5. CatT admits an enhancement to a T -parametrized category CatT via the
assignment CatT (X) := CatT/X .

We fix a wide subcategory inclusion S ⊂ T . Note that the inclusion S ⊂ T induces a functor
FS → FT , which exhibits FS as a wide subcategory of FT .

Definition 2.6. We say S ⊂ T is an orbital subcategory if the pullback of a morphism in
FS along any morphism in FT exists in FT and is again in FS. We say T is orbital if it is
an orbital subcategory of itself. We say (T, S) is an orbital pair if T is orbital and S is an
orbital subcategory of T .

Example 2.7. We define Glo to be the (2, 1)-category of finite connected groupoids BG and
Orb the subcategory spanned by the faithful functors. We claim that (Glo,Orb) is an orbital
pair. Observe that FGlo is equivalent to the (2, 1)-category of finite groupoids, which admits
all homotopy pullbacks. The subcategory FOrb is the wide subcategory on the faithful maps
of groupoids, and thus the orbitality of Orb is equivalent to the observation that pullbacks
of faithful maps of groupoids are again faithful.

Example 2.8. The orbit category OrbG of a finite group G is orbital.

Example 2.9. Suppose (T, S) is an orbital pair. Then (T/X , π
−1
X (S)) is again an orbital

pair, where π−1
X (S) is the preimage of S under the functor πX : T/X → T .

Before we state the definition of S-presentability we recall the following categorical notion:

Definition 2.10. Consider a commutative square

C C ′

D D′
F ′ F

G′

G

in Cat such that both F and F ′ are right adjoints, with left adjoints L and L′ respectively.
We say such a square is left adjointable if the Beck-Chevalley transformation

L′G′
η

=⇒ L′G′FL
∼

==⇒ L′F ′GL
ε

=⇒ GL

is an equivalence. If F and F ′ are instead left adjoints then we can dually define the notion
of right adjointability.

We now introduce the notion of S-presentability for T -categories.
7



Definition 2.11. Let (T, S) be an orbital pair. We say a T -category C is S-presentable if

(1) C is fiberwise presentable, i.e. lifts to a functor C : Fop
T → PrL;

(2) p∗ has a left adjoint for all p ∈ FS;
(3) For every pullback square

X ′ X

Y ′ Y

g′

p′

g

p
y

in FT such that p (and therefore p′) is in FS the square

CY CY ′

CX CX′

g∗

(p)∗

(g′)∗

(p′)∗

is left adjointable. We may refer to this condition by saying that C satisfies base-
change for morphisms in FS.

We say a functor F : C → D between S-presentable categories is S-cocontinuous if for all
X ∈ FT the functor FX admits a right adjoint and the square

CY DY

CX DX
FX

FY

p∗ p∗

is left adjointable for all p : X → Y in FS.

We define the category of S-presentable T -categories PrST as the subcategory of CatT spanned
by the S-presentable T -categories and S-cocontinuous functors. One can show that the

assignment PrST (X) ' Pr
π−1
X (S)

T/X
is a parametrized subcategory of CatT .

Remark 2.12. The notion of S-presentability has been previously introduced by [CLL23b]
in the generality of a cleft category S ⊂ T [CLL23b, Definition 3.2]. In certain ways cleft
categories are less general than an orbital pair, but in others ways they are much more
general. For example in a cleft category we only require that pullbacks of maps in S along
maps in T land in the image of PSh(S) in PSh(T ), instead of in FS. We expect that the
results of this section are true in a generality which encompasses cleft categories, but have
been unable to show this so far.

We note that for a S ⊂ T which is both a cleft category and an orbital pair, a T -category C is
S-presentable in our sense if and only if it is S-presentable in the sense of [CLL23b, Definition
4.3].

Remark 2.13. PrTT is equivalent to the category PrLT of presentable categories internal to the
presheaf topos PSh(T ) in the sense of [MW22], see Theorem A of loc. cit. Therefore we will
denote PrTT by PrLT . By the parametrized adjoint functor theorem [MW22, Proposition 6.3.1]
a T -cocontinuous functor between T -presentable categories is equivalent to a parametrzied
left adjoint, which we may define as an adjunction in the 2-category Fun(T op,Cat).
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Remark 2.14. Let f : X → Y be a map in FT , and consider the adjunction

f! : FT /X � FT /Y :f ∗.

Note that both functors are coproduct preserving, and so induce an adjunction

f ∗ : CatT/Y � CatT/X :f∗,

where f ∗ and f∗ are given by precomposing by f! and f ∗ respectively. By [CLL23a, 2.3.14]
Conditions (2) and (3) of the previous definition together are equivalent to the claim that
for all p : X → Y in FS, the unit functor

π∗Y C
p∗

−→ p∗p
∗π∗Y C

of T/Y -categories admits a parametrized left adjoint, which we will denote by p
!
.

Example 2.15. Applying the previous definitions to the orbital pair (Glo,Orb) we recover
the notion of equivariant presentability from the introduction, first defined in [CLL23b].
Applied to (Glo,Glo) we obtain the notion of global presentability.

Example 2.16. We define the T -category ST• := PSh(T )/• of T -spaces, where ST• is functo-
rial in pullback. We define SS• as the full T -subcategory of ST• which at X ∈ T is given by
the smallest full category closed under colimits and containing those maps Z → X which are
in S. Because S is orbital this forms a parametrized subcategory. By [MW21, Remark 7.3.4]
this is the free S-presentable T -category on a point: for every S-presentable T -∞-category
there exists an equivalence

HomPrST
(SS• , C) ' core(ΓC),

where ΓC := limT op C and core(ΓC) is the subcategory of ΓC spanned by the equivalences.
Applied to S = T we find that ST• is the free T -presentable T -category on a point.

Example 2.17. In the special case of (T, S) = (Glo,Orb), SOrb
• is equivalent to the global

category S•, which sends BG to the category of G-spaces. See [CLL23b, Theorem 5.3] for
a proof of this fact. Similarly SGlo

• is equivalent to the category of globally equivariant
spaces, which sends BG to the category of G-global spaces in the sense of [Len20], see
[CLL23a, Theorem 3.2.2].

Our key motivation for introducing the notion of S-presentability is to have a convenient
formalism to engage with the following example.

Example 2.18. We define the global category of (genuine) equivariant spectra Sp• by send-
ing BG to the category of G-spectra. Formally one may define it as the initial functor
C : Gloop → CAlg(PrL) under the functor

S•,∗ : Gloop → CAlg(PrL), BG 7→ SG,∗,
such that the representation spheres are pointwise invertible. Such a functor exists by results
of [Rob15]; we refer the reader to Section 6 for more details.

We can compare this to more classical definitions. Namely, because the representation
spheres are invertible in the category of genuine G-spectra, we obtain, by the universal prop-
erty of C, a comparison natural transformation from C to the global category of equivariant
spectra Sp•, given by applying Dwyer–Kan localization pointwise to the diagram of relative
categories sending BG to orthogonal G-spectra together with the stable equivalences. The
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latter is the definition of the global category of equivariant spectra given in [CLL23b, Sec-
tion 9.1]. The resulting natural transformation is pointwise an equivalence by the results of
[GM20, Appendix C], and so we conclude that our definition agrees with the usual definition
of genuine equivariant spectra.

To connect to the discussion of partial presentability, we observe that Sp• is equivariantly
presentable. While this is nothing more then a collection of classical statements about
equivariant spectra which are surely well-known to experts, it is also a special case of The-
orem 6.17. However Sp• is not globally presentable: the restriction functor q∗ : SpG → SpH
does not have a left adjoint whenever q : H → G is a non-injective group homomorphism.
The existence of such a left adjoint is obstructed by the tom Dieck splitting, which implies
that q∗ does not preserve compact objects when q is not injective. By [BDS16, Theorem 3.3]
this implies that q∗ cannot preserve all limits.

3. Partially lax limits

One of the main goals of this article is to give a construction of the relative cocompletion of S-
presentable T -categories using partially lax limits. In this section we will recall the definition
of partially lax limits of categories. Then we will collect a variety of facts about them which
we require to provide a formula for relative cocompletion. For example in Section 3.1 we
consider the question of when partially lax limits admit limits and colimits, and how they are
computed. Then in Section 3.2 we give two methods for constructing adjunctions between
partially lax limits.

Definition 3.1. A marked category (I,W) consists of a category I equipped with a replete
subcategoryW . We write Cat† for the category of marked categories and marking preserving
functors.

Definition 3.2. Let (I,W) be a marked category and let F : I → Cat be a functor. Then we
view the cocartesian unstraightening Unco(F ) canonically as a marked category by marking
all of the cocartesian morphisms which live over morphisms in W .

Definition 3.3. Given two marked categories C and D we write Fun†(C,D) for the full
subcategory of Fun(C,D) spanned by those functors which preserve marked morphisms.
Suppose C and D both admit a functor F and G respectively to a category I. Then we
define FunI(C,D) to be the pullback

Fun†I(C,D) Fun†(C,D)

{F} Fun(C, I)

G∗
y

Definition 3.4. Given a marked category (I,W) and a functor F : I → Cat, we define the
partially lax limit of F with respect to W

laxlim†
(I,W)

F := Fun†I(I,Unco(F ))

as the category of sections of the cocartesian unstraightening Unco(F ) → I of F which
preserve marked edges, i.e. send morphisms in W to cocartesian edges of Unco(F ).
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We will sometimes drop the reference to the marking on I when it is either implicit or clear
from context.

Remark 3.5. Consider a section s : I → Unco(F ). Note that for every i ∈ I, s(i) lives in
the fiber of Unco(F ) over i and so may view Xi := s(i) as an object of F (i). Next we may
consider the map s(α) : Xi → Xi′ associated to a morphism α : i → i′ in I. Once again
because s is a section, s(α) lives over α. Factoring s(α) into a cocartesian edge followed by a
map living in the fiber over i′ gives a morphism sα : F (α)Xi → Xi′ . Note that s is an object
of the partially lax limit with respect to W if and only if sα is an equivalence for all edges
α ∈ W . The remaining data contained in the section s encodes compatibility and coherence
data for the collection of morphisms sα.

First we state two simple results, which together will imply that the relative cocompletion
preserves T -categories.

Proposition 3.6. Consider a diagram F : I → Cat and write IΠ for the finite product
completion of I and F̃ : IΠ → Cat for the extension of F to IΠ. Then the canonical map

laxlim†
WΠ⊂IΠ

F̃ → laxlim†
W⊂I

F

is an equivalence.

Proof. A simple computation shows that relative right Kan extension, in the sense of [Lur09,
Definition 4.3.2.2], provides an inverse. �

Note that the forgetful functor Cat† → Cat has a right adjoint, and so colimits in Cat† are
computed underlying. The induced marking on the colimit is the minimal one such that all
of the functors in the universal cocone preserve markings.

Proposition 3.7. Consider a diagram J− : I → Cat† in marked categories and a cocone
{Fi : Ji → Cat}i∈I, which induces a functor F : colimJi → Cat. Then the induced functor

laxlim†
colimJi

F → lim
I

laxlim†
Ji

Fi

is an equivalence.

Proof. This follows from the following chain of equivalences:

laxlim†
colimJi

F := FunW−cocart
colimJi (colim

I
Ji,Unco(F ))

' lim
I

FunWi−cocart
colimJi (Ji,Unco(F ))

' lim
I

FunWi−cocart
Ji Fun(Ji,Unco(Fi)) =: lim

I
laxlim†
Ji

Fi �

3.1. Limits and colimits in partially lax limits. In this subsection we give two proposi-
tions which respectively provide sufficient conditions for the existence of limits and colimits
in partially lax limits. We begin by considering the case of fully lax limits.

Proposition 3.8. Let F : I → Cat be a functor such that each category F (i) admits limits of
shape J for all i ∈ I. Then laxlimF admits limits of shape J , and a section s : I → Unco(F )
living over a J -shaped diagram {sj}j∈J is a limit if and only if s(i) ' limJ sj(i) for all i ∈ I.
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Proof. Recall that laxlimI F := FunI(I,Unco(F )). Therefore this is the dual of [Lur09,
Proposition 5.1.2.2]. �

Recall that we write CatL for the wide subcategory of Cat spanned by the left adjoint
functors.

Proposition 3.9. Let F : I → CatL be a functor such that each category F (i) admits
colimits of shape J for all i ∈ I. Then laxlimF admits colimits of shape J and a section
s : I → Unco(F ) living under a J -shaped diagram {sj}j∈J is a colimit if and only if s(i) '
colim sj(i) for all i ∈ I.

Proof. Because F (f) is a left adjoint for all f : i → i′ in I, Unco(F ) is also a cartesian
fibration by [Lur09, Corollary 5.2.2.5]. Therefore the result follows from [Lur09, Proposition
5.1.2.2]. �

Suppose I is a marked category. We will now give a criteria for the inclusion laxlim† F ⊂
laxlimF to preserve limits and colimits. We begin with some preparation.

Notation 3.10. Consider a cocartesian fibration Unco(F )→ I. Given a morphism f : xi →
xj in X which lives over the morphism α : i → j in I, we write fα : F (α)xi → xj for the
morphism obtained by factoring f into a cocartesian followed by a fiberwise edge.

Lemma 3.11. Let Unco(F ) → I be a cocartesian fibration. Consider a pair of composable
morphisms

xi
f−→ xj

g−→ xk

in X which lives over the morphisms

i
α−→ j

β−→ k

in I. Then the induced map (gf)βα : F (βα)xi → xk is equal to the composite

F (β)F (α)xi F (β)xj xk
gβF (β)(fα)

Proof. This follows immediately from the commutative diagram

xi F (α)xi F (β)F (α)xi

xj F (β)xj

xk.

gβ

F (β)(fα)
f

g

fα

in Unco(F ) which lives over the triangle i → j → k in I as suggested by the notation, and
whose tailed morphisms are cocartesian. �

12



Remark 3.12. We would like to understand the structure maps in a limit of sections. To
this end we suppose X is a cocartesian fibration over [1] classifying a functor F : C → D.
Then we observe that the inclusion D ↪→ X given by including the fiber over {1} into X
preserves limits: given an object C ∈ C,

HomX(C, limDj) ' HomD(F (C), limDj) ' lim HomD(F (C), Dj) ' lim HomX(C,Dj). (1)

Now suppose that C and D both admit J -shaped limits, and consider a J -shaped dia-
gram {sj : [1] → X}j∈J of sections. By Proposition 3.8, the limit of this diagram exists in
Fun[1]([1], X), and is given by lim sj(0)→ lim sj(1). Since lim sj(1) is a limit in X, the map
lim sj(0)→ lim sj(1) is induced by the cone

lim sj(0)→ sj(0)→ sj(1).

Factoring this through a cocartesian edge lim sj(0)→ F (lim sj(0)) gives a cone F (lim sj(0))→
sj(1), which induces a map F (lim sj(0)) → lim sj(1). Furthermore the equivalence con-
structed in (1) shows that the composite of these two maps is equivalent to the map
lim sj(0)→ lim sj(1). Now applying Lemma 3.11 we find that the cone F (lim sj(0))→ sj(1)
is equivalent to the composite

F (lim sj(0))→ F (sj(0))→ sj(1).

In particular the map F (lim sj(0))→ lim sj(1) factors as a composite

F (lim sj(0))→ limF (sj(0))→ lim sj(1),

where the first map is the canonical limit comparison map, and the second map is the limit
of the maps F (sj(0))→ sj(1) induced by the maps sj(0)→ sj(1). In particular suppose each
of the maps sj(0) → sj(1) was cocartesian. Then this second map is an equivalence, and
so we conclude that the map lim sj(0) → lim sj(1) is cocartesian if and only if F preserves
J -limits.

We note that the dual analysis applies to colimits in cartesian fibrations over [1].

We can now give a sufficient condition for the inclusion of the partially lax limit into the lax
limit to preserve limits.

Proposition 3.13. Consider a marked category (I,W), and a diagram F : I → Cat. Sup-
pose that the value of F on every i admits limits of shape J and that for every α ∈ W the
functor F (α) preserves limits of shape J . Then laxlim† F admits limits of shape J , and
they are preserved by the inclusion laxlim† F ⊂ laxlimF .

Proof. Consider a J -shaped diagram {sj : I → Unco(F )} in laxlim† F . We have to show
that the limit of this diagram in laxlimF is again in laxlim† F . I.e. given an edge α : i →
i′, we have to show that the map lim sj(i) → sj(i

′) is cocartesian. However this can be
checked by first pulling back along α : [1]→ I, where the analysis of Remark 3.12 gives the
conclusion. �

Remark 3.14. Under the assumptions of the previous proposition we have shown, using
the informal description of objects in a lax limit from Remark 3.5, that

lim{Xi, sα} = {limXi, lim sα ◦ φ},
in laxlimF , where φ : F (α) limXi → limF (α)(Xi) is the canonical limit comparison map.
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Similarly we can provide sufficient conditions for the inclusion of the partially lax limit to
preserve colimits.

Proposition 3.15. Consider a marked category (I,W), and a diagram F : I → CatL.
Suppose that the value of F on every i ∈ I admits colimits of shape J . Then laxlim† F
admits colimits of shape J , and they are preserved by the inclusion laxlim† F ⊂ laxlimF .

Proof. Write G : Iop → CatR for the diagram of right adjoint associated to F . Applying the
dual analysis of Remark 3.12, we find that given a J -shaped diagram {sj : I → Unco(F )}
in laxlim† F and a map α : i → i′ in W , the induced map colim sj(i) → colim sj(i

′) factors
as the map

φ : colim sj(i)→ colimG(α)(sj(i
′))→ G(α)(sj(i

′))

followed by a cartesian edge in Unco(F ) over α. The map F (α) colim sj(i) → colim sj(i
′)

given by instead factoring colim sj(i)→ colim sj(i
′) through a cocartesian edge is adjoint to

φ. In particular we compute that it is given by the composite

F (α)(colim sj(i))
∼−→ colimF (α)(sj(i))→ colim sj(i

′).

Because the original maps sj(i)→ sj(i
′) were cocartesian, this is an equivalence. We conclude

that colim sj(i)→ colim sj(i
′) is again cocartesian. �

Remark 3.16. Under the assumptions of the previous proposition we have shown, using
the informal description of objects in a lax limit, that

colim{Xi, sα} = {colimXi, colim sα ◦ φ−1},
where φ : colimF (α)Xi → F (α) colimXi is the canonical colimit comparison map.

3.2. Adjunctions of partially lax limits. Let (I,W) be a relative category, and consider
two functors F,G : I → Cat. Suppose that one has a commutative diagram

Unco(F ) Unco(G)

I

H

p q

such that H preserves cocartesian edges which lie over an edge in W . We call such a
commutative diagram a partially lax transformation from F to G.

Remark 3.17. Note that if H in fact preserves all cocartesian edges then it corresponds via
straightening to an honest natural transformation. By weakening this condition we obtain
laxly commuting naturality squares, explaining the terminology. For further justification see
[HHLN20].

Observe that H induces a functor

laxlim†
(I,W)

F := FunW-co
I (I,Unco(F ))

H∗−→ FunW-co
J (I,Unco(G)) =: laxlim†

(I,W)
G.

To summarize, partially lax limits are functorial in partially lax natural transformations.
Furthermore we note that partially lax limits are also clearly functorial in natural transfor-
mations H ⇒ H ′ of partially lax natural transformations Unco(F )→ Unco(G) which lie over
the identity of I. We will now give a sufficient condition for the functor H∗ constructed
above to admit a right adjoint, for which we first recall the following result.

14



Lemma 3.18. Suppose F,G : I → Cat are two diagram, and consider a natural transforma-
tion η : F ⇒ G which is pointwise a left adjoint. Then the functor H : Unco(F ) → Unco(G)
encoding η is a left adjoint. The associated right adjoint J : Unco(G) → Unco(F ) is again a
functor over I and is given on the fiber over i ∈ I by the right adjoint of ηi. Furthermore
the unit and counit of the adjunction H a J live over the identity natural transformation
on idI. Finally J preserves cocartesian edges over f : i → j if and only if the commutative
square

F (i) F (j)

G(i) G(j)

ηi

F (f)

G(f)

ηj

is left adjointable.

Proof. This is the dual of [Lur16, Proposition 7.3.2.6]. �

Remark 3.19. The condition that the right adjoint J of H again lies over I and that
the unit and counit natural transformations of the adjunction H a J live over the identity
natural transformation of I can be summarized by saying that H is a left adjoint in the
2-category Cat/I . This is called a relative left adjoint in [Lur16].

Remark 3.20. the unstraightening of a parametrized left adjoint L : C → D of T -categories
is a relative left adjoint over T .

From the previous result we immediately obtain the following proposition.

Proposition 3.21. Consider a marked category (I,W), two diagrams F,G : I → Cat, and
a natural transformation L : F ⇒ G such that each Li : F (i)→ G(i) is a left adjoint and the
square

F (i) G(i)

F (j) G(j)

Li

F (f) G(f)

Lj

is left adjointable for f ∈ W. Then the functor L∗ : laxlim† F → laxlim†G is a left adjoint,
with right adjoint given by postcomposing by the partially lax natural transformation given
by passing to right adjoints pointwise, as in Lemma 3.18.

Proof. By Lemma 3.18 the unstraightening of L is a left adjoint in Cat/I , whose right adjoint
preserves cocartesian edges over W . By applying the functoriality of partially lax limits in
partially lax natural transformations we obtain the required adjunction. �

Next we introduce the contravariant functoriality of partially lax limits. Consider a functor
of marked categories h : (I,W) → (J ,W ′) and a functor F : J → Cat. Given a section
s : J → Unco(F ) we may precompose with the functor h to obtain a functor I → Unco(F ),
which we may interpret as a section t : I → Unco(F )×J I of the pullback Unco(F )×J I → I.
Recall that Unco(F ) ×J I → I is a cocartesian fibration which classifies the functor F ◦ h.
Furthermore an edge in Unco(F )×J I is cocartesian if it is in Unco(F ), and so we conclude
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from the fact that h is a functor of marked categories that if s sent edges inW ′ to cocartesian
edges of Unco(F ) then t sends edges of W to cocartesian edges of Unco(F ◦ h). In total we
obtain a functor

Fun†J (J ,Unco(F ))
h∗−→ Fun†J (I,Unco(F )) ' Fun†I(I,Unco(Fh)).

Summarizing, partially lax limits are contravariantly functorial in functors of marked cate-
gories. We will again give a sufficient condition for the functor h∗ : laxlim† F → laxlim† Fh
constructed above to have a left and right adjoint. To do this we begin with a general
categorical result.

Proposition 3.22. Consider a diagram

X Y

I J

p q

L

R

L

R

a
a

of categories such that p and q are cartesian fibrations, both possible squares commute, and
p and q map the unit and counit of L a R to that of L a R. Suppose X classifies the functor
G : Iop → Cat. Then given an object i ∈ I, the functor L : Xi → YL(i) admits a right adjoint
given by the composite

YL(i)
R−→ XRL(i)

G(η)−−→ Xi.

Proof. Suppose x, y are objects of Xi and YL(i) respectively. By assumption the bottom
square of the following diagram commutes:

HomYL(i)
(L(x), y) HomXi(x,G(η)R(y))

HomY (L(x), y) HomX(x,R(y))

HomJ (L(i), L(i)) HomI(i, RL(i))

qp

∼

∼

By [Lur09, Proposition 2.4.4.2], the fiber over idL(i) and η of p and q respectively are given
by the top two spaces of the diagram, and therefore we obtain the dashed equivalence. �

Example 3.23. Consider an adjunction L : C � D :R between two categories admitting
pullbacks. Applying the previous proposition to the square

Ar(C) Ar(D)

C D

ev1 ev1

L

R

Ar(L)

Ar(R)

a
a

we conclude that L : C/x → D/L(x) admits a right adjoint, given by the composite

D/L(x)
R−→ C/RL(x)

η∗−→ C/x.
16



This is a well-known fact, proven as [Lur09, Proposition 5.2.5.1] for example.

We also record the dual proposition:

Proposition 3.24. Consider a diagram

X Y

I J

p q

L

R

L

R

a
a

of categories such that p and q are cocartesian fibrations and both possible squares commute.
Suppose q classifies the functor F : J → Cat. Then given an object j ∈ J , the functor
R : Yj → XR(j) admits a left adjoint given by the composite

XR(j)
L−→ YLR(j)

F (ε)−−→ Yj. �

Example 3.25. Applying the previous proposition to the situation of Example 3.23 we
conclude that R : D/x → C/R(x) admits a left adjoint, given by the composite

C/R(x)
L−→ C/LR(x)

ε!−→ C/x.

We now apply these results to construct adjoints to the contravariant functoriality of partially
lax limits.

Proposition 3.26. Consider a functor F : I → CatL and an adjunction L : I � J :R.
Then R∗ : laxlimF → laxlimFR is a left adjoint.

Proof. We can build the square

Fun(I,Unco(F )) Fun(J ,Unco(F ))

Fun(I, I) Fun(J , I).

p∗ p∗

R∗

L∗

L∗

R∗

a
a

By [Lur09, Corollary 5.2.2.5] the cocartesian fibration p : Unco(F )→ I classifying F is also a
cartesian fibration. By [Lur09, Proposition 3.1.2.1(1)] the functors p∗ are both also cartesian
fibrations, and therefore this square is of the form required to apply Proposition 3.22. In
particular considering the object idI in Fun(I, I) we obtain an adjunction

R∗ : FunI(I,Unco(F ))� FunI(J ,Unco(F )) :Θ(η∗)L∗,

where Θ refers to the functor classified by p∗. Note that the left hand category is equal to
sections of Unco(F ) while the right-hand side is equivalent to sections of Unco(FR). These
are equivalent to laxlimF and laxlimFR respectively, and so we conclude. �

Remark 3.27. We continue to use the same notation as in the proposition above, and further
write G : Iop → CatR for the diagram of right adjoints associated to F . It is potentially
illuminating to informally summarize the adjunction constructed above using the notation
of Remark 3.5. In this notation, the functor R∗ sends the object

{i 7→ Xi ∈ F (i) α 7→ fα : F (α)Xi → X ′i}
17



in laxlimF to the object

{j 7→ XR(j) ∈ F (R(i)) β 7→ fR(β) : F (R(β))XR(i) → XR(j)}

in laxlimFR. We will see in the proof of the next proposition that the right adjoint sends
the object

{j 7→ Yj ∈ FR(j), β 7→ fβ : FR(β)Yj → Yj′}

to the object

{i 7→ G(ηi)YL(i) ∈ F (i), α 7→
[
F (α)G(ηi)YL(i)

BC−−→ G(ηi′)F (RL(α))YL(i)

G(ηi′ )fL(α)−−−−−−→ G(ηi′)YL(i′)

]
},

where BC denotes the Beck–Chevalley transformation.

This informal description suggests when the adjunction constructed above restricts to one
between partially lax limits. We make this precise in the following proposition.

Proposition 3.28. In the situation of Proposition 3.26, suppose further that I and J are
marked by W and W ′ respectively, that L and R both preserve marked edges, and that the
square

Ci CRL(i)

Ci′ CRL(i′)

F (RL(α))

F (ηi)

F (ηi′ )

F (α)

induced by the naturality square of η is left adjointable whenever α is marked, Then R∗ and
its adjoint restrict to an adjunction between partially lax limits.

Proof. Recall that we have constructed an adjunction

R∗ : laxlimF � laxlimFR :Θ(η∗)L∗.

We want to show that both functors restrict to partially lax limits. In the case of R∗

this is clear, because R is a functor of marked categories. However showing that Θ(η∗)L∗

restricts appropriately is more subtle. We fix an object s ∈ laxlim† FR, i.e. a functor
s : J → Unco(F ) living over R which sends edges in W ′ to cocartesian edges. Recall that
by [Lur09, Proposition 3.1.2.1(2)] a morphism in Fun(I,Unco(F )) is p∗-cartesian if and only
if each component is p-cartesian, and therefore the value of Θ(η∗)s(L(i)) at i is equal to
the source of the essentially unique cartesian arrow G(ηi)s(L(i))� s(L(i)) which lives over
η : i → LR(i), i.e. the image of Y (L(i)) under the functor G(ηi). Similarly given a map
α : i→ i′ in I, the map Θ(η∗)L∗s(α) is homotopic to the unique dotted map

G(ηi)s(L(i)) s(L(i))

G(ηj)s(L(i′)) s(L(i′))

φ
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for which the resulting square commutes and lives over the square

i RL(i)

i′ RL(i′).
ηi′

ηi

RL(f)f

in I. However we can build the following commutative diagram

G(ηi)s(L(i)) s(L(i))

F (α)G(ηi)s(L(i))

G(ηi′)F (RL(α))s(L(i)) F (α)s(L(i))

G(ηi′)s(L(i′)) s(L(i′))

fL(α)G(ηi′ )fL(α)

BC

in X which lives over

i RL(i)

i′

i′ RL(i′)

i′ RL(i′).

RL(α)

α

In this diagram the two-headed arrows are cartesian and the tailed arrows are cocartesian.
By conclude that the composite along the left hand side is homotopic to φ. The identi-
fication of the map F (α)G(ηi)s(L(i)) → G(ηi′)F (RL(α))s(L(i)) with the Beck–Chevalley
transformation of the square

CRL(i) Ci

CRL(i′) Ci′

F (RL(α))

F (ηi)

F (ηi′ )

F (α)

is given in [HHLN20, Proposition 3.2.7]. Our assumptions on L and R imply that this map,
as well as the map G(ηi′)fL(α), are equivalences. Therefore the map φ is cocartesian, and we
conclude that Θ(η∗)L∗ preserves partially cocartesian sections. �

We can also give a sufficient condition for the contravariant restriction along a functor of
marked categories to admit a left adjoint.
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Proposition 3.29. Consider a functor F : J → Cat and an adjunction L : I � J :R.
Then L∗ : laxlimF → laxlimFL is a right adjoint. If we furthermore suppose that I and J
are marked and the functors L and R preserve the markings, then L∗ and its right adjoint
preserve objects of the partially lax limit. In particular they restrict to an adjunction between
partially lax limits.

Proof. We can build the square

Fun(I,Unco(F )) Fun(J ,Unco(F ))

Fun(I,J ) Fun(J ,J ).

p∗ p∗

R∗

L∗

L∗

R∗

a
a

Note this square is of the form required by Proposition 3.24. In particular considering the
object idJ in Fun(J ,J ) we obtain an adjunction

Γ(ε∗)R∗ : FunL(I,Unco(F ))� FunJ (J ,Unco(F )) :L∗,

where Γ is the functor associated to the cocartesian fibration p∗. Note that the right-hand
side is equal to sections of Unco(F ) while the left-hand side is equivalent to sections of
Unco(FL). These are equivalent to laxlimF and laxlimFL respectively, and so we conclude
the first statement. The second statement follows from an analysis of the functor Γ(ε∗)R∗,
as in Proposition 3.28. �

Remark 3.30. Similarly to before one can show that the left adjoint to L∗ sends an object
of the form

{i 7→ Yi ∈ FL(i), α 7→ fα : FL(α)Yi → Yi′}
in laxlimFL to an object of the form

{j 7→ F (εj)YR(j) ∈ F (j), β 7→
[
F (β)F (εi)YR(j) ' F (εj′)F (LR(β))YR(j)

F (εj′ )fL(β)−−−−−−→ F (εj′)YL(i′)

]
}.

in laxlimF .

4. Freely adding parametrized colimits and globalization

We fix an orbital pair (T, S) for the remainder of the section. Note that there is an obvious
forgetful functor

fgt : PrLT → PrST

which exhibits PrLT as a non-full subcategory of PrST . In this section we will construct the
S-relative cocompletion PTS (C) of an S-presentable T -category C, and exhibit PTS as a left
adjoint to fgt : PrLT → PrST .

Definition 4.1. We define a functor

PTS : CatT → Fun(Fop
T ,Cat)

via the assigment PTS (C)X = laxlim†(π∗XC), where π∗XC denotes the functor

π∗XC : (FT /X)op πX−→ Fop
T

C−→ Cat
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and an edge in (FT /X)op is marked if and only if its projection to Fop
T lands in Fop

S . The
functoriality of this assignment in Fop

T is induced by the contravariant functoriality of partially
lax limits applied to the postcomposition functoriality of the slices FT /X .

Remark 4.2. Note that there is a functor

(FT /−)op : FT → Cat†
/Fop
T
, X 7→ (FT /X)op,

where (FT /X)op is marked by the subcategory of edges whose projection to Fop
T lies in Fop

S .

Then one can equivalently define PTS (C) as the composite of (FT /−)op and the contravariant
functor

Fun†Fop
T

(−,Unco(C)) : Cat†
/Fop
T
→ Cat,

where Unco(C) is marked as usual by the cocartesian edges living over edges of Fop
S .

Remark 4.3. Consider X ∈ FT and note that FT /X is the finite coproduct completion of
T/X , the category of elements of X ∈ PSh(T ). Therefore by Proposition 3.6 we obtain that

PTS (C)X ' laxlim†((T/X)op → T op C−→ Cat).

We will make use of all three descriptions of PTS (C)X throughout this section. Let us begin
by showing that PTS restricts to a functor from S-presentable T -categories to T -presentable
T -categories.

Lemma 4.4. The functor PTS factors through CatT ⊂ Fun(Fop
T ,Cat).

Proof. Note that T/∐Xi =
∐
T/Xi . Therefore Proposition 3.7, together with the previous

remark, implies the desired result. �

Remark 4.5. Recall that CatT is canonically a 2-category via the equivalence CatT '
Fun(T op,Cat). We observe that PTS is a functor of 2-categories. This is easily seen from the
description of Remark 4.2.

Theorem 4.6. PTS restricts to a functor

PTS : PrST → PrLT .

Proof. Let C be an S-presentable T -category. We have to show that PTS (C) is a T -presentable
T -category. As a first step we show that PTS (C) : Fop

T → Cat factors through PrL. We first
note that by an evident generalization of [Lur09, Proposition 5.5.3.17] each category PTS (C)X
is presentable. By Proposition 3.15 we conclude that colimits in laxlim† π∗XC are computed
fiberwise for all X ∈ FT . In particular the restriction functors

laxlim† π∗XC → laxlim† π∗Y C
clearly preserve colimits. By the adjoint functor theorem, proven as [Lur09, Corollary
5.5.2.9], f ∗ : PTS (C)Y → PTS (C)X admits a right adjoint, and so PTS (C) factors through PrL.

Next we show that the functors f ∗ : PTS (C)Y → PTS (C)X admit left adjoints for all morphisms
f : X → Y in FT , and that the squares in Definition 2.11(3) are left adjointable. However
by Proposition 3.13 the functors f ∗ also preserves limits for every f : X → Y in FT , and
so another application of the adjoint functor theorem implies that it admits a left adjoint.
Therefore all that remains is to prove that the required squares are left adjointable. To do
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this we will explicitly describe the right adjoint of f ∗. First we observe that because T is
orbital, the functor

(f!)
op : (FT /X)op → (FT /Y )op

has a left adjoint (f ∗)op given by pulling back, and that both (f!)
op and (f ∗)op preserve

marked edges. Furthermore by the pasting law for pullbacks the square

Z ×Y X Z

Z ′ ×Y X Z ′

π1

g×YX

π1

g

is a pullback square in FT for all g : Z → Z ′ in FT . This implies that the square

CZ CZ×YX

CZ′ CZ′×YX

(π1)∗

(g×YX)∗

(π1)∗

g∗

is left adjointable whenever g is in FS because C is S-presentable. Therefore Proposition 3.28
gives an explicit description of the right adjoint f∗ of the restriction functor

f ∗ : laxlim†(π∗Y C)→ laxlim†(π∗XC).
Informally, f∗ sends the object

{h : Z → X 7→ Ch ∈ CZ , [g : h→ h′] 7→ λg : g∗Ch′ → Ch}
to the object

{h : Z → Y 7→(π1)∗Ch×YX ∈ CZ ,

[g : h→ h′] 7→
[
g∗(π1)∗Ch′×YX

BC−−→ (π1)∗(g ×X Y )∗Ch′×YX
(π1)∗λg×XY−−−−−−−→ (π1)∗Yh×XY

]
}.

We can now show that the required squares are left adjointable: Given a pullback square

X ′ X

Y ′ Y

f ′

g

f

g′

in FT it suffices by passing to total mates to prove that the Beck-Chevalley transformation
filling the square

PTS (C)X′ PTS (C)X

PTS (C)Y ′ PTS (C)Y

(f ′)∗ f∗

(g′)∗

g∗

is an equivalence. However unwinding the definition of the Beck–Chevalley transformation
we find that on a section s : (FT /Y )op → Unco(π∗Y C) it is given at h : Z → X by applying

(π1)∗ to the map β∗(s(fh×Y Y ′))
∼−→ s(f ′◦(h×XX ′)) induced by the base-change equivalence

β : fh ×Y Y ′
∼−→ f ′ ◦ (h ×X X ′), i.e. the morphism witnessing the equivalence of fh ×Y Y ′
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and f ′ ◦ (h×X X ′) in the slice FT /Y . In particular the Beck-Chevalley transformation is an

equivalence. Altogether we have shown that PTS (C) is an object of PrLT .

Next we will show that PTS sends S-cocontinuous functors to T -cocontinuous functors. To
this end fix a functor L : C → D in PrST and write L : Unco(C)→ Unco(D) for its unstraighten-
ing. Because the naturality squares in L are left adjointable for maps in FS, Proposition 3.21
implies that L admits a right adjoint R : Unco(D) → Unco(C) in Cat/I which preserves co-
cartesian edges over FS. Now consider the description of PTS (−) from Remark 4.2. From this
it is clear that postcomposition R gives a T -functor PTS (D)→ PTS (C) which is right adjoint
to PTS (L). Therefore we conclude that PTS (L) is a T -cocontinuous functor, see Remark 2.13.
In total we have shown that PTS : PrST → CatT restricts to the subcategory PrLT . �

Having shown that PTS restricts appropriately, we now turn to showing that it is left adjoint
to the forgetful functor fgt : PrST → PrLT . To do this we define the unit and counit of the
putative adjunction.

Construction 4.7. Let C ∈ PrST be an S-presentable T -category. We define a T -functor

I : C → PTS (C)

as follows. First observe that because each category (FT /X)op admits a final object we
obtain a natural equivalence limπ∗XC ' CX , given by evaluating at the final object. After
identifying these two categories, we claim that including the limit into the partially lax limit
limπ∗XC → laxlim† π∗XC gives a natural S-cocontinuous T -functor I : C → PTS (C).
To see that I is in fact S-cocontinuous we first note that by Proposition 3.29, each functor IX
admits a right adjoint given by evaluating an object s : FT /X → Unco(π∗XC) of laxlim† π∗XC
at the object idX : X → X in FT /X . Next we consider the left adjointability of naturality
squares for maps in FS. By passing to total mates, it suffices to show that given any map
f : X → Y in FT , the Beck–Chevalley transformation filling the square

PTS (C)X CX

PTS (C)Y CY

α∗ α∗

evidY

evidX

is an equivalence. One can compute that it is given at s : FT /Y → Unco(F ) by the lax

structure map sα : α∗s(id) → s(α). Because the objects of PTS (C)X are strict on FS ⊂ FT ,
we conclude that this is an equivalence whenever α is a map in FS. We conclude that I is a
morphism in PrST .

Construction 4.8. Next we construct the counit of the desired adjunction. Given an object
C in PrLT we have to construct a functor

L : PTS (C)→ C

in PrLT . We will do this by showing that the functor I : C → PTS (C) has a parametrized left
adjoint when C is T -presentable. To do this we first observe that by Proposition 3.13, IX
preserves all limits. Therefore each functor IX has a left adjoint LX by another application
of the adjoint functor theorem.
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To show that I in fact has a left adjoint as a T -functor, it now suffices by [MW21, Lemma
3.2.7] to show that the Beck–Chevalley transformation

CX PTS (C)X

CY PTS (C)Y

f∗

IX

IY

f∗

filling the square above is an equivalence for all f : X → Y in FT . Unwinding the definition
of the Beck–Chevalley transformation, we find that it is given at h : Z → Y by the Beck–
Chevalley transformation filling the square

CX CX×Y Z

CY CZh∗

(π1)∗

(h×YX)∗

f∗

This is an equivalence because C is an object of PrLT and so satisfies base-change with respect
to all pullback squares in FT . In total we conclude that L is a functor in PrLT .

Theorem 4.9. The functor PTS : PrST → PrLT is left adjoint to fgt : PrLT → PrST .

Proof. We show that I and L satisfy the triangle identities, and so are a unit and counit
exhibiting PTS a fgt as an adjunction. First we consider the composite

C I−→ PTS (C) L−→ C.
Recall that IX is a fully faithful right adjoint to LX . Therefore the counit gives a natural
equivalence from the composite to the identity. For the other triangle identity we consider
the composite

PTS (C)
PT
S

(I)
−−−→ PTS (PTS (C)) L−→ PTS (C).

We may equivalently show that the composite

PTS (C)X
PT
S

(evid)
←−−−−− PTS (PTS (C)X

I←− PTS (C)X
given by passing to right adjoints is homotopic to the identity. At this point it is useful
to observe that by (a slight extension of) [LNP22, Proposition 4.15], there is a natural
equivalence

PTS (PTS (C))X ' laxlim†
Ar(FT /X)op

π∗XC ◦ s,

where s : Ar(FT /X)op → (FT /X)op is the source projection and Ar(FT /X)op is marked by
those natural transformations for which both maps are in FS. Under this identification I
and PTS (evid) are given by restricting along the source projection s : Ar(FT /X)op → (FT /X)op

and the identity section c : (FT /X)op → Ar(FT /X)op respectively. Therefore the composite is
given by restricting along s ◦ c, which is clearly equivalent to the identity functor. �

As an example of the process of freely adding colimits we obtain the following result:

Corollary 4.10. PTS (SS• ) ' ST• .
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Proof. This follows immediately by comparing universal properties: by Example 2.16 both
PTS (SS• ) and ST• represent the functor C 7→ core(ΓC). �

We note that the proof of the previous theorem did not require any knowledge about the left
adjoint of f ∗ : PTS (C)Y → PTS (C)X , beyond their existence. In fact the author does not know
a general explicit description of the left adjoint of f ∗ : PTS (C)Y → PTS (C)X for an arbitrary
map f : X → Y . Nevertheless, we now show that when f is in FS such a description is in
fact possible. Therefore, rather fittingly, it is only the left adjoints which we have freely
adjoined which will remain mysterious. For this we require the concept of marked finality.

Definition 4.11. A functor F : I → J of marked categories is marked final if for every
functor G : J → Cat, restriction along F induces an equivalence

laxlim†
J

G→ laxlim†
I

GF.

The following criteria allows us to recognize marked final functors. Before stating it we recall
some notation. Given a functor F : I → J and an object j ∈ J , we write I/j for the comma
category F ↓ {j}. If J is marked, then we enhance this to a marked category by marking
all the edges whose projection to J is marked. Furthermore given a marked category J we
write L(J ) for the (Dwyer–Kan) localization of J at the marked edges.

Proposition 4.12 ([AG22, Proposition 5.6op]). F : I → J is marked final if and only if for
all j ∈ J the canonical functor F : I/j → J/j induces an equivalence

L(I/j)
∼−→ L(J/j)

after localization. �

Proposition 4.13. Let I and J be marked categories. Suppose L : I � J :R is an adjoint
pair such that both L and R preserve the marking. Then the following are equivalent:

(1) The unit η : i→ RL(i) is marked for all i ∈ I;
(2) The counit ε : LR(j)→ j is marked for all j ∈ J ;
(3) The adjunction equivalence

HomI(L(i), j) ' HomJ (i, R(j))

preserves marked morphisms.

Proof. Since identities are always marked, (3) clearly implies (1) and (2). Let us now show
that (3) implies (1). Recall that the adjunction equivalence is given by the following com-
posite

HomI(L(i), j)→ HomJ (RL(i), R(j))
η∗−→ HomJ (i, R(j))

The first map preserves marked morphisms because R was assumed to be a marked functor,
and the second because the unit is marked and marked morphisms form a subcategory. That
(3) implies (2) is similar. �

Definition 4.14. We say L : I � J :R is a marked adjunction if the equivalent conditions
of the previous proposition holds.

Proposition 4.15. Let L : I � J :R be a marked adjunction, then L is marked final.
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Proof. Let j ∈ J and consider the functor

L : I/j → J/j.
This admits a right adjoint given by sending f : j′ → j to the pair

(R(j′), LR(j′)
f−→ LR(j)

ε−→ j).

One computes that the unit and counit are given by the maps

η : i→ RL(i) and ε : LR(i)→ i.

respectively. In particular both are marked by Proposition 4.13. We conclude that after
localizing at the marked morphisms this adjunction is an adjoint equivalence, and so we
conclude by Proposition 4.12. �

Proposition 4.16. Let (T, S) be an orbital pair and let f : X → Y be a map in FS. Then

f! : FT /X � FT /Y :f ∗

is a marked adjunction, where as always both categories are marked by those morphisms
which lie in FS.

Proof. We have previously observed already that both f! and f ∗ preserve marked edges. The
counit of the adjunction is given on an object Z → Y by the map π1 in the pullback square

X ×Y Z Z

X Y

π1

f

y

In particular as a pullback of f it is again in FS. �

Construction 4.17. We will now give a description of the left adjoint of the restriction
functor f ∗ : PTS (C)Y → PTS (C)X when f is in FS. First we note that to simplify notation
we may pass to slices and assume that Y is the final object. Now recall that the restriction
functor f ∗ : PTS (C)Y → PTS (C)X is given by the functor

(f!)
∗ : laxlim†

Fop
T

C → laxlim†
(FT /X)op

f ∗C.

To understand the left adjoint of this functor we may postcompose by the functor

(f ∗)∗ : laxlim†
(FT /X)op

f ∗C → laxlim†
Fop
T

f∗f
∗C, (2)

which is an equivalence by combining Proposition 4.15 and Proposition 4.16, and instead
construct a left adjoint of the composite (f!f

∗)∗. This functor can again be reinterpreted.
Note that the counit transformation ε : f!f

∗ ⇒ id induces a natural transformation from
the identity on Fun†Fop

T
(id, p) to (f!f

∗)∗. Evaluating this natural transformation on a section

s in laxlim† C we find that γ is pointwise cocartesian: at an object Z ∈ FT , the natural
transformation γ : s→ s◦ f!f

∗ is given by applying s to the map π1 : X×Y Z → Z, which as
a pullback of f is in FS. This implies that when restricted to laxlim† C, the functor (f!f

∗)∗

is naturally equivalent to cocartesian pushforward along the counit ε : f!f
∗ ⇒ id. However

this is in turn equivalent to postcomposition by the functor f ∗ : Unco(C)→ Unco(f∗f
∗C). We
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conclude that after applying the equivalence 2, f ∗ : PTS (C)Y → PTS (C)X is homotopic to the
functor

laxlim†
Fop
T

C := FunFop
T

(Fop
T ,Unco(C))

(f∗)∗−−−→ FunFop
T

(Fop
T ,Unco(f∗f

∗C)) ' laxlim†
Fop
T

f∗f
∗C.

This functor admits an explicit left adjoint. Namely, f ∗ : Unco(C) → Unco(f∗f
∗C) admits

a relative left adjoint f
!

given by the unstraightening of the parametrized left adjoint from
Remark 2.14. By Proposition 3.21, postcomposition by f! defines a left adjoint to f ∗.

4.1. Globalization. We are most interested in the previous results when T is Glo and S is
Orb. As an example, we find that in this case Corollary 4.10 implies that PGlo

Orb(S•) ' S•-gl,
where we use the notation of Example 2.17.

Remark 4.18. Evaluating at BG we find that in particular

laxlim†
(Glo/G)op

S• ' SG-gl.

This was proven for G = e via different methods in the case of an arbitrary family of compact
Lie groups as [LNP22, Theorem 6.18].

We have shown that the Orb-relative cocompletion of the global category of equivariant
spaces is given by the global category of globally equivariant spaces. In other words, in this
case PGlo

Orb sends a global category of “equivariant objects” to a global category of “globally
equivariant objects”. Another example of this phenomena is given by equivariant spectra,
whose relative cocompletion is given by globally equivariant spectra as we will show. For
this reason we introduce the following notation.

Notation 4.19. We will refer to PGlo
Orb(C) as the globalization of C and denote it by Glob(C).

5. Globalization and equivariant stability

We will now lead up to a proof of Theorem B of the introduction. To do this we be-
gin by recalling the notion of P -semiadditivity and P -stability for T -categories introduced
in [CLL23a]. When (T, P ) = (Glo,Orb) we obtain the notions of equivariant semiaddi-
tivity and equivariant stability for global categories. We then recall the main results of
[CLL23a, CLL23b], which identify the universal globally presentable and equivariantly pre-
sentable equivariantly stable global categories with globally equivariant spectra and equi-
variant spectra respectively.

Finally, as the new results of this section, we show that for a orbital pair (T, S), PTS (−)
preserves P -semiadditivity and P -stability whenever P is a subcategory of S. Combining
this with the main results of [CLL23a,CLL23b] we conclude Theorem B, which identifies the
global category of globally equivariant spectra as the globalization of the global category of
equivariant spectra.

5.1. Recollection. We begin with a recollection of the relevant material from [CLL23a].

Definition 5.1. An orbital subcategory P ⊂ T is called an atomic orbital subcategory if
every map in P that admits a section in T is an equivalence.
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Throughout this section, we fix an orbital pair (T, S) and an atomic orbital subcategory P
of T such that P ⊂ S.

Definition 5.2. We say an S-presentable T -category C is pointed if for all X ∈ FT , CX is
pointed. We define PrST,∗ to be the full subcategory of PrST spanned by the pointed global
categories.

Construction 5.3. Let C be a pointed S-presentable T -category. For any map p : A → B
in FP ⊂ FT , [CLL23a, Construction 4.6.1] defines an adjoint norm map

Nmp : p∗p! ⇒ id.

Definition 5.4. A S-presentable T -category C is called P -semiadditive if it is pointed and
the adjoint norm map Nmp : p∗p! ⇒ id is a counit transformation exhibiting p∗ as a left
adjoint of p! for every p ∈ FP .

Remark 5.5. This definition is equivalent to [CLL23a, Definition 4.5.1] by Lemma 4.5.4 of
op. cit. Furthermore one can show that an S-presentable T -category C is P -semiadditive if
and only if it is pointed, and for all p : X → Y in FP a natural transformation Nmp : p∗p

!
⇒ id,

defined analogously to Construction 5.3, is a counit transformation exhibiting p
!

as a right
adjoint of p∗.

Example 5.6. When P ⊂ T equals OrbG ⊂ OrbG, the notion of semiadditivity obtained
agrees with G-semiadditivity as defined in [Nar17], see [CLL23a, Proposition 4.6.4].

Definition 5.7. We write PrST,P -⊕ for the full subcategories of PrST spanned by the P -
semiadditive T -categories.

We may additionally impose a fiberwise stability condition.

Definition 5.8. We say a S-presentable T -category C is fiberwise stable if CX is stable for
all X ∈ FT . We say a S-presentable T -category C is P -stable if it is P -semiadditive and
fiberwise stable. We write PrST,P -st for the full subcategory of PrST spanned by the P -stable
T -categories.

We also specialize the notions above to the setting of global categories.

Definition 5.9 ([CLL23a]). We say an equivariantly presentable global category C is equiv-
ariantly semiadditive or equivariantly stable if it is is Orb-semiadditive or Orb-stable respec-
tively.

The main results of [CLL23a] and [CLL23b] allow us to identify the free equivariantly pre-
sentable and globally presentable equivariantly stable global categories on a point.

Definition 5.10. We define Sp•-gl, the global category of globally equivariant spectra, to be
diagram which sends BG to the category of G-global spectra, in the sense of [Len20]. This in
turn is defined to be the localization of the category of symmetric G-spectra at the G-global
weak equivalences. See [CLL23a, Section 7.1] for precise definitions.

Theorem 5.11 ([CLL23a, Theorem 7.3.2]). Sp•-gl is the free globally presentable equivari-
antly stable global category on a point. That is, given any globally presentable equivariantly
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stable global category C, evaluating at the global sphere spectrum Sgl ∈ Spgl gives an equiva-
lence

FunL(Sp•-gl, C) ' C,
where the left hand side denotes the global category of cocontinuous functors. Evaluating at
Be and taking groupoid cores we obtain an equivalence

HomPrLGlo
(Sp•-gl, C) ' core(C(Be)).

Similarly we have an equivariantly presentable version of the previous theorem.

Theorem 5.12 ([CLL23b, Theorem 9.4]). Sp• is the free equivariantly presentable equivari-
antly stable global category on a point. That is, given any equivariantly presentable equivari-
antly stable global category C, evaluation at the sphere spectrum S ∈ Sp gives an equivalence

Funeq-cc(Sp•, C) ' C,
where the left hand side denotes the global category of equivariantly cocontinuous functors.
Evaluating at Be and taking groupoid cores we obtain an equivalence

HomPrOrb
Glo

(Sp•, C) ' core(C(Be)).

5.2. Globalizing equivariantly semiadditive and stable categories. We now show
that relative cocompletion preserves P -semiadditivity and P -stability. We then conclude
Theorem B.

Proposition 5.13. Let (T, S) be an orbital pair and suppose P is an atomic orbital subcat-
egory of T such that P ⊂ S. The functor PTS : PrST → PrLT restricts to functors

PrST,P -⊕ → PrL
T,P -⊕ and PrST,P -st → PrL

T,P -st.

Proof. Let C be a P -semiadditive S-presentable T -category. First we note that since limits
and colimits are computed pointwise in PTS (C)X for all X ∈ FT , it is again pointed. Now
consider p : X → Y in FP . By passing to slices we may assume Y is the final object of FT .
We have to show that the adjoint norm map Nmp : p∗p! ⇒ id is the counit of an adjunction.
However recall that by Construction 4.17 the adjunction p! a p∗ can be identified up to
equivalence with the adjunction

(p
!
)∗ : laxlim† C � laxlim† C ◦ p!p

∗ : (p∗)∗.

However because C is P -semiadditive, By Remark 5.5 there exists a natural transformation
Nm: p∗p

!
⇒ id which is the counit of an adjunction. By the 2-functoriality of Fun†FT (FT ,−),

this induces a counit witnessing (p
!
)∗ as a right adjoint to (p∗)∗. A tedious diagram chase

shows that this transformation agrees, after applying suitable equivalences, with the adjoint
norm map Nmp of PTS (C). We conclude that PTS (C) is P -semiadditive.

Finally we note that because colimits and limits in PTS (C) are computed pointwise, PTS clearly
preserves fiberwise stable global categories. �

Applying this in the global context we obtain the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 5.14. There is an equivalence

Sp•-gl ' Glob(Sp•).
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Proof. Note that by Proposition 5.13, Glob(Sp•) is again equivariantly stable. Therefore the
result follows immediately from Theorem 5.11 and Theorem 5.12 by comparing universal
properties. �

As an immediate corollary we obtain a description of G-global spectra in the sense of [Len20]
as a partially lax limit for every finite group G.

Corollary 5.15. Let G be a finite group. Then there is an equivalence

SpG-gl ' laxlim†
(Glo/G)op

Sp•. �

Remark 5.16. This result was proven for arbitrary families of compact Lie groups when
G is the trivial group as [LNP22, Theorem 11.10]. We expect that the result is true for
G-global spectra defined with respect to an arbitrary compact Lie group G and arbitrary
family F .

Remark 5.17. There are equivariantly semiadditive analogues of the statements above. To
avoid testing the readers patience we summarize them in this remark. One can define the
global categories ΓSspc

•-gl and ΓSspc
• of special global Γ-spaces and special equivariant Γ-spaces

respectively. Evaluating these global categories at the groupoid BG one obtains the category
of special G-global Γ-spaces and the category of special Γ-G-space, as defined in [Len20] and
[Shi89] respectively.

By [CLL23a, Theorem 5.3.1], ΓSspc
•-gl is the free globally presentable equivariantly semiadditive

global category on a point, while ΓSspc
• is the free equivariantly presentable equivariantly

semiadditive on a point by [CLL23b, Theorem 7.17]. Therefore by comparing universal
properties we obtain an equivalence

ΓSspc
•-gl ' Glob(ΓSspc

• )

of global categories. Evaluating at the groupoid BG, we find that

ΓSspc
G-gl ' laxlim†

(Glo/G)op
ΓSspc
• .

6. Globalization and Rep-stability

We now switch gears and prove a consequence of the fact that Sp•-gl is the globalization
of Sp•. Namely, in this section we show that Sp•-gl is the initial globally presentable global
category on which the representation spheres act invertibly. This universal property of global
spectra was first suggested by David Gepner and Thomas Nikolaus, see [Nik15]. An analogous
universal property has since been proven in the context of global model categories by [LS23].
Our strategy for proving this universal property is first to observe that the condition that
representation spheres act invertibly in fact already makes sense for pointed equivariantly
presentable global categories, and therefore first consider the analogous question in this
context.

Lemma 6.1. Let C be an object of PrOrb
Glo . Then C admits a unique colimit preserving ten-

soring by S•. In particular there exists a canonical T -functor

S• × C → C
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which preserves Orb-colimits in each variable, in the sense of [MW22, Definition 8.1.1].
Similarly if C is in PrOrb

Glo,∗, then it is uniquely tensored over the global category of pointed
equivariant spaces S•,∗, defined by the assignment BG 7→ SG,∗ := (SG)∗.

Proof. By [MW22, Corollary 8.2.5] the category of S•-cocomplete global categories CatOrb-cc
Glo

admits a symmetric monoidal structure such that Orb-cocontinuous global functors C⊗D →
E are equivalent to global functors C ×D → E which are Orb-cocontinuous in each variable.
Moreover by [MW22, Remark 8.2.6] S• is the unit of this category, and therefore every object
in PrOrb

Glo inherits a tensoring by S•. This shows the first statement. The second statement
follows analogously to [Lur16, Proposition 4.8.2.11]. �

Remark 6.2. The tensoring of C by S• implies in particular that each category CX is
tensored by SX . Furthermore given a map f : X → Y in Fgl := FGlo, the functor f ∗ : CY →
CX is canonically SY -linear, where CX is tensored over SY by restricting along the functor
f ∗ : SY → SX .

An analogous statement holds for the tensoring of a pointed equivariantly presentable global
categories C by S•,∗.

Remark 6.3. Now suppose that f : X → Y in FOrb is a faithful functor. Given a equivari-
antly presentable global category C, the left adjoint f! : CX → CY of f ∗ canonically inherits
the structure of an oplax SY -linear functor. Contained in the statement that the tensoring
preserves Orb-colimits in each variable is the fact that f! with this oplax SY -linear structure
is in fact a strong SY -linear functor. Informally this means that the projection formula holds.
Given this one can compute that the tensoring of SG on CG is given by colimit extending the
assignment

OrbG × CG → CG, (ι : H ↪→ G, C) 7→ ι!ι
∗(C).

Once again an analogous statement holds for pointed equivariantly presentable global cate-
gories.

Definition 6.4. We define a parametrized subcategory Srep of S• by letting Srep
G be the full

subcategory spanned by the representation spheres SV = V ∪ {∞}, where V is any finite
dimensional orthogonal representation of G.

Definition 6.5. We define PrOrb
Glo,rep-st to be the full subcategory of PrOrb

Glo,∗ spanned by the

objects C such that SV ⊗(−) : CG → CG is an equivalence for all BG ∈ Glo and all SV ∈ Srep
G .

We call such global categories Rep-stable.

6.1. Formal Inversions. Given a equivariantly presentable global category C we would
like to construct the initial global category under C which is Rep-stable. In other words,
we would like to understand the process of (Rep-)stabilizing equivariantly presentable global
categories. Just as stabilizing ordinary categories is given by inverting the action of S1, the
topological sphere, the stabilization of an equivariantly presentable global category will be
obtained by inverting the action of the representation spheres pointwise. We first recall the
relevant definitions.

Definition 6.6. Let D ∈ ModC(Pr
L) be a presentable category tensored over another pre-

sentable symmetric monoidal category C. Furthermore fix a collection of objects S ∈ C. We
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say D is S-local if for every X ∈ S the functor

X ⊗− : D → D
is an equivalence. We write ModC(Pr

L)S-loc for the full subcategory of ModC(Pr
L) spanned

by the S-local objects.

Proposition 6.7 ([Rob15, Proposition 4.10]). The inclusion ModC(Pr
L)S-loc ⊂ ModC(Pr

L)
admits a symmetric monoidal left adjoint, which we denote by D 7→ D[S−1].

To invert the action of representation spheres pointwise in a global category, requires that
inverting the action of a collection of objects is suitably functorial as the category we are
tensored ober changes. To capture this functoriality we make the following definitions.

Definition 6.8. We define Cat∞,aug to be the full subcategory of Fun([1],Cat) spanned by
the fully faithful functors S ↪→ C such that S is a small category. The pair (C, S) is called
an augmented category.

Definition 6.9. We define the category CAlg(PrL)aug of augmented presentable symmetric
monoidal categories as the following pullback:

CAlg(PrL)aug CAlg(PrL)

Cat∞,aug Cat∞

Definition 6.10. We write Mod(PrL) for the cartesian unstraightening of the functor

Mod•(Pr
L) : CAlg(PrL)op → Cat, C 7→ ModC(Pr

L).

Objects of Mod(PrL) consist of a pair (C,D) of a presentable symmetric monoidal category
C and a presentable category D tensored over C.

Definition 6.11. We define Mod(PrL)aug to be the pullback

Mod(PrL)aug Mod(PrL)

CAlg(PrL)aug CAlg(PrL).

We define Mod(PrL)aug−1 to be the full subcategory of Mod(PrL)aug spanned by those triples
(C, S,D) such that for every X ∈ S, X ⊗− : D → D is an equivalence.

Theorem 6.12. The inclusion Mod(PrL)aug−1 ↪→ Mod(PrL)aug admits a left adjoint

I : Mod(PrL)aug → Mod(PrL)aug−1 .

Furthermore this left adjoint sends a triple (C, S,D) to the triple (C, S,D[S−1]).

Proof. Note that both Mod(PrL)aug and Mod(PrL)aug−1 are the total category of a cartesian

fibration over CAlg(PrL)aug: The first because it is a pullback of Mod(PrL). For the second
observe that given an object (C ′, T,D) ∈ Mod(PrL)aug−1 and a morphism F : (C, S)→ (C ′, T )

in CAlg(PrL)aug, an object X ∈ S acts on F ∗D as F (X) acts on C. Because the functor F
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preserves the augmentation, F (X) is in T and so the action is invertible. This shows that
F ∗(C, D,D) is again in Mod(PrL)aug−1 . In other words, Mod(PrL)aug−1 is a full subcategory

of Mod(PrL)aug closed under cartesian pushforward, and so a cartesian fibration again.

Note that this also shows that the inclusion Mod(PrL)aug−1 → Mod(PrL)aug is a map of
cartesian fibrations. Given this, the statement is an application of [Lur16, Proposition
7.3.2.6], where the fiberwise left adjoints are given by Proposition 6.7. The final statement
is clear. �

The following proposition shows that I preserves products, in a suitable sense.

Proposition 6.13. Consider a set of objects (Ci, Si,Di) in Mod(PrL)aug. Then there is an
equivalence

I(
∏
Ci,
∏

Si,
∏
Di) ' (

∏
Ci,
∏

Si,
∏
Di[S−1

i ]).

Proof. This follows immediately from the equivalences

Mod∏
Ci(Pr

L) '
∏

ModCi(Pr
L) and Mod∏

Ci(Pr
L)

∏
Si−loc '

∏
ModCi(Pr

L)Si−loc. �

6.2. Equivariantly presentable Rep-stabilization. We are now ready to construct the
Rep-stabilization of an equivariantly presentable global category. First we note that the
observations of Remark 6.2 extend to a coherent statement:

Proposition 6.14. Let C be a pointed equivariantly presentable global category. The functor
C : Fop

gl → PrL extends to a functor

C : Fop
gl → Mod(PrL), X 7→ (SX,∗, CX).

Proof. By Lemma 6.1 C is canonically an object in ModS•,∗(CatGlo). We note that CatGlo,
as a functor category on Gloop, is in particular an oplax limit of the constant Glo-shaped
diagram on Cat. Therefore [LNP22, Theorem 5.10op] implies that C gives an object in
oplaxlim ModS•,∗ Cat. This is in turn equivalent to a functor Gloop → Mod(Cat) by [LNP22,

Theorem 4.13op], where Mod(Cat) is defined analogously to Mod(PrL). For this functor to
factor through Mod(PrL) is a property, guaranteed by Lemma 6.1. We then limit extend
this to a functor from Fop

gl . �

Remark 6.15. Note that Definition 6.4 specifies a lift of the functor S•,∗ : Fop
gl → CAlg(PrL)

to a functor into CAlg(PrL)aug. This in turn lifts the functor C : Fop
gl → Mod(PrL) of Propo-

sition 6.14 to a functor into Mod(PrL)aug.

Definition 6.16. Let C be a pointed equivariantly presentable global category. Postcom-
posing the lift of C to a functor into Mod(PrL)aug with the functor I : Mod(PrL)aug →
Mod(PrL)aug−1 and then forgetting down to PrL we obtain a new functor

StabOrb(C) : Fop
gl → PrL, X 7→ CX [(Srep

X )−1].

By Proposition 6.13 this is again a global category. Therefore StabOrb defines a functor
PrOrb

Glo,∗ → CatGlo.
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Theorem 6.17. The functor StabOrb lands in the subcategory PrOrb
Glo,rep-st, and is a left adjoint

to the inclusion PrOrb
Glo,rep-st ⊂ PrOrb

Glo,∗.

Proof. The functor C → StabOrb(C) induced by the unit of I is by definition the initial natural
transformation of left adjoints such that StabOrb(C) is fiberwise presentable and the action
of the representation spheres on StabOrb(C) is invertible. Therefore it suffices to show that
StabOrb(C) is in PrOrb

Glo and that the extension of F : C → D to F ′ : StabOrb(C)→ D preserves
all equivariant colimits whenever F does.

First we show that for every map ι : X → Y in FOrb the functor ι∗ : StabOrb(C)Y →
StabOrb(C)X admits a left adjoint. For this the crucial input is the following property of
Srep: the restriction of the regular representation of G to a subgroup H is a multiple of the
regular representation of H, and so every H-representation is a summand of the restriction
of enough copies of the regular G-representation. This is obviously also true for more gen-
eral maps ι : X → Y in FOrb. By [Cno23, Lemma 2.22] we conclude that there exists an
equivalence CX [(Srep

Y )−1] ' CX [(Srep
X )−1] of SY,∗-modules. By Remark 6.3 ι! is a SY,∗-module

map and so induces a functor

ι! : StabOrb(C)X → StabOrb(C)Y .

Furthermore because ι! a ι∗ is an adjunction in CX-modules, both the unit and counit are
canonically SY,∗-linear natural transformations. These therefore also lift to natural transfor-
mations witnessing

ι! : StabOrb(C)X → StabOrb(C)Y

as a left adjoint to ι∗ : StabOrb(C)Y → StabOrb(C)X in SY,∗[(Srep
Y )−1]-modules.

Next we show the required left adjointability conditions. Consider a square

CY ′ [(Srep
Y ′ )
−1] CX′ [(Srep

X′ )
−1]

CY [(Srep
Y )−1] CX [(Srep

X )−1]

g∗ f∗

j∗

i∗

induced by a pullback square in Fgl such that i, j are faithful maps of groupoids, which
we have to show is left adjointable. We first note that because all of the functors in this
diagram preserve colimits it suffices by [AI23, Lemma 1.5.1] to prove that the Beck-Chevalley
transformation is an equivalence on objects of the form S−V ⊗Z for Z ∈ CX′ and SV ∈ Srep

X′ .
Because j∗ induces a cofinal map between the augmentations we immediately see that it
in fact suffices to prove this for objects of the form S−j

∗V ⊗ Z, where V is now a Y ′-
representation. One can show that the Beck-Chevalley transformation on S−j

∗V ⊗Z is given
by tensoring the Beck-Chevalley transformation of X by S−j

∗V . More precisely we claim
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that the following diagram commutes:

g∗j!(S
−j∗V ⊗ Z) i!i

∗g∗j!(j
∗S−V ⊗ Z) i!f

∗j∗j!(j
∗S−V ⊗ Z) i!f

∗(S−j
∗V ⊗ Z)

i!(S
−f∗j∗V ⊗ f ∗Z)

g∗(S−V ⊗ j!Z) i!(S
−i∗g∗V ⊗ f ∗Z)

S−g
∗V ⊗ g∗j!Z S−g

∗V ⊗ i!i∗g∗j!Z S−g
∗V ⊗ i!f ∗j∗j!Z S−g

∗V ⊗ i!f ∗Z.

ε∼η

∼

∼

S−g
∗V ⊗η

∼ ∼

S−g
∗V ⊗∼ S−g

∗V ⊗ε

∼

∼

∼

The proof of this claim is a tedious diagram chase which we omit. From this we conclude that
it suffices to check that the Beck-Chevalley transformation is an equivalence on objects in
the image of the functor CX′ → CX′ [(Srep

X′ )
−1]. However on such objects the Beck-Chevalley

transformation is simply given by the image of the Beck-Chevalley transformation for C•
and so an equivalence. In exactly the same way one shows that if F : C → D is a functor
between pointed equivariantly presentable global categories which preserves Orb-colimits
then StabOrb(F ) again preserves Orb-colimits. �

Proposition 6.18. StabOrb(S•) ' Sp•.

Proof. By definition the diagram Sp• is given by pointwise stabilizing the diagram S• at the
representation spheres, see Example 2.18. �

6.3. Globally presentable Rep-stabilization. We now repeat the previous definitions
for PrLGlo.

Definition 6.19. We say a globally presentable global category C is pointed if each CG is
pointed. Given a pointed globally presentable global category C we say it is Rep-stable if it is
Rep-stable as an equivariantly presentable global category. We define PrLGlo,∗ and PrLGlo,rep-st

to be the full subcategory of PrLGlo,∗ spanned by the pointed and Rep-stable global categories
respectively.

Definition 6.20. Consider a morphism F : C → C ′ in PrLGlo,∗. We say F exhibits C ′ as the
globally presentable Rep-stabilization of C if the map

HomPrLGlo,∗
(C ′,D)→ HomPrLGlo,∗

(C,D)

is an equivalence for every D ∈ PrLGlo,rep-st.

The construction of globally presentable Rep-stabilizations is significantly more subtle then
the analogous story of equivariantly presentable Rep-stabilizations. In particular the con-
struction of globally presentable Rep-stabilizations cannot be as simple as pointwise invert-
ing the action of representation spheres. For example we remind the reader that while S• is
globally presentable, Sp• is not.

Nevertheless, imitating arguments of [Rob15, Section 2] one can show that globally pre-
sentable Rep-stabilizations always exist. We will not consider the finer aspects of this
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construction, but instead content ourselves with the observation that when the globally
presentable global category C is presented as the globalization of some other global category,
we can obtain an explicit description of StabGlo(C).

Theorem 6.21. Let C be an object of PrOrb
Glo,∗. The globally presentable global category

Glob(StabOrb(C)) is the globally presentable Rep-stabilization of Glob(C).

Proof. We claim that Glob(−) preserves Rep-stable global categories. To this end fix a
D ∈ PrOrb

Glob,rep-st. First note that because colimits and limits are computed pointwise in

Glob(D), it is again a pointed global category. Now consider SV ∈ Srep
G . We compute that

the tensoring of SV on Glob(D)G is given by

{Xf}f : BH→BG 7→ {f ∗(SV )⊗Xf}f : BH→BG ' {Sf
∗(V ) ⊗Xf}f : BH→BG.

Because each Sf
∗(V ) acts invertibly on DH , we conclude that tensoring by SV on Glob(D)G

is an equivalence. Therefore Glob restricts to a functor PrOrb
Glob,rep-st → PrLGlo,rep-st. The result

now follows from the following series of natural equivalences:

HomPrLGlo,rep-st
(Glob(StabOrb(C)),D) ' HomPrOrb

Glo,rep-st
(StabOrb(C),D)

' HomPrOrb
Glo,∗

(C,D)

' HomPrLGlo,∗
(Glob(C),D).

�

Corollary 6.22. The global category of globally equivariant spectra Sp•-gl is the free globally
presentable Rep-stable global category on a point.

Proof. Apply the previous result to C = S•, using Proposition 6.18. �

Remark 6.23. We expect that both localizations PrLGlo → PrLGlo,rep-st and PrLGlo → PrL
Glo,Orb-st

are smashing. This would imply, among other things, that because they agree on the unit S•-gl

they in fact agree as functors. In particular we would conclude that a globally presentable
global category is equivariantly stable if and only if it is representation stable.

6.4. Symmetric monoidal structures. Observe that the partially lax limit of symmet-
ric monoidal categories is canonically symmetric monoidal by taking the tensor product
pointwise, see [LNP22, Section 3] for a more detailed discussion. This gives a lift of
Sp•-gl : F

op
gl → PrL to a functor into CAlg(PrL). We will write Sp⊗•-gl for this functor.

The goal of this subsection is to show that Sp⊗•-gl is the initial globally presentably symmetric
monoidal Rep-stable global category. To elaborate on this we recall that by [MW22, Propo-
sition 8.2.9], PrLGlo admits a symmetric monoidal structure given by a parametrized version
of the Lurie tensor product. As usual functors out of the tensor product corepresent functors
out of the product which preserve global colimits in both variables. We call an object C of
the category CAlg(PrLGlo) a globally presentably symmetric monoidal global category. To
understand this it is useful to be more explicit about the structure and properties implicit in
presentable symmetric monoidality. We will do this in the generality of an arbitrary orbital
category T .
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Definition 6.24. A symmetric monoidal T -category is a finite product preserving functor
Fop
T → Cat⊗. We define Cat⊗T to be the functor category Fun×(Fop

T ,Cat⊗).

Definition 6.25. We define PML
T to be the subcategory of Cat⊗T spanned on objects by

those C such that

(1) the functor C lifts to a functor C : Fop
T → CAlg(PrL);

(2) for all f : X → Y in FT , the functor f ∗ has a further left adjoint f!;
(3) the square obtained by applying C to a pullback square in FT is left adjointable.

On morphisms PML
T is spanned by those functors F : C → D in Cat⊗T such that each functor

FG admits a right adjoint and the square

CX DX

CY DY
FX

FY

f∗ f∗

is left adjointable for all f ∈ T .

Proposition 6.26. There exists a fully faithful forgetful functor CAlg(PrLT ) ⊂ PML
T , with

essential image those C : Fop
T → CAlg(PrL) which satisfy the left projection formula, i.e. those

C ∈ PML
T such that for all morphisms f : X → Y in FT , the canonical natural transformation

f!(f
∗X ⊗ Y )→ f!f

∗X ⊗ f!Y
ε⊗Y−−→ X ⊗ f!Y

is an equivalence.

Proof. Both CAlg(PrLT ) and PML
T are subcategories of Cat⊗T , and therefore it suffices to

compare the images. For this we note that an object C ∈ Cat⊗T is in CAlg(PrLT ) if and
only if C is presentable and the tensor product commutes with fiberwise and T -groupoid
indexed colimits in each variable. The first two statements are equivalent to the claim that
C factors through CAlg(PrL), while the final statement is equivalent to the claim that the
left projection formula holds. �

Write CAlg(PrLGlo)rep-st for the full subcategory of CAlg(PrLGlo) spanned by those C which are
representation stable. Recall that our goal is to show that Sp⊗•-gl is the initial object of this

∞-category. To do this we will take a slightly circuitous route. We define PML
Glo,rep-st via

the pullback

PML
Glo,rep-st PML

Glo

PrLGlo,rep-st PrLGlo.

y

Lemma 6.27. The symmetric monoidal global category Sp⊗•-gl admits a unique map to any

object D ∈ CAlg(PrLGlo)rep-st.

Proof. This is proven by simply repeating all of the constructions and arguments in Sections
4 and 6, but now for objects C : Fgl → PrL which additionally lift to CAlg(PrL). For example
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one shows that the functor PTS : PrST → PrLT refines to a left adjoint PMS
T → PML

T , where the
definition of PMS

T is analogous to that of PML
T . Because partially lax limits of symmetric

monoidal categories are computed underlying, the proofs of Theorem 4.6 and Theorem 4.9
go through unchanged. Similarly for all other steps leading to the theorem. Given this, the
results follows immediately from the fact that S• is an initial object of CAlg(PrLGlo)), see
[MW22, Remark 8.2.6]. �

Theorem 6.28. Sp⊗•-gl is the initial globally presentable symmetric monoidal Rep-stable
global category.

Proof. By the previous lemma, it suffices to prove that Sp⊗•-gl is actually an object of

CAlg(PrLGlo). By Proposition 6.26 this amounts to proving that Sp⊗•-gl satisfies the left projec-
tion formula. Pick a morphism f : X → Y in Fgl. Consider the functor Σ∞• : S•-gl,∗ → Sp•-gl

exhibiting Sp•-gl as the globally presentable Rep-stabilization of S•-gl,∗. The source is the

unit of PrLGlo,∗ and so satisfies the left projection formula. Because Σ∞+ is strong monoidal
and commutes with global colimits, we conclude that suspension spectra in SpX-gl and SpY -gl

satisfy the left projection formula for f . That is, the map

f!(f
∗E ⊗ F )→ E ⊗ f!F

is an equivalence when E and F are in the image of Σ∞+ . Now we note that the collection
of objects which satisfy the left projection formula for f is closed under desuspensions and
colimits in both CX and CY . Because Sp•-gl is generated as a fiberwise stable global category
under fiberwise colimits by suspension spectra, we conclude that Sp•-gl satisfies the left
projection formula. �
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